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• DEFINING CULTURAL TRAITS 
• Maritime/riverine Orientation 
• Salmon – major subsistence resource 
• Woodworking – Communal houses 
• Unilineal descent groups 
• Stratification 
• Highly developed property rights 
• Potlatch ceremonialism  
• Distinctive Art 
• Salmon as People associated with 

ritual behavior  

tlingit 





Salmon As People Complex: 
 
Basic Mythic charter 
 
First Salmon Ceremony 
 
Welcoming 
 
Ritual Handling 
 
Ritual processing and 
Consumption 
 
Return of Bones to water 
 
Source: Gunther 1925, 1928 
 
 





KEY THEMES AND CONCEPTS of the 
Tlingit existence scape 



Yeil’s Transformations 



HAA AANI: 
TLINGIT  DEEP TIME 

TLingit 
Flood ? 



HAA AANI: 
Yeil’s (Raven) Creation 



SHAANDA (Fish Egg Island):           
Original location of petroglyph 



 YEIL’S LESSONS 
• Movement between domains of existence occurs 
• Movement between forms of existence occurs 
• Implicit message – things may not be as they appear 
• Implicit message – there maybe deeper meanings 

than are apparent 
• Implicit message – be observant, attentive, open to 

new knowledge 
• Implict message – unbridled expression of desire 

can be a problem 
• Implicit messages made explicit by Tlingit in 

stories and formal instruction  





Tlingit youth 
saved from 
drowning by 
Salmon People 

Head of 
Salmon People 
teaches Tlingit 
youth correct 
behavior 

Source: Peck, 
Tides People, 
1975 

LINGIT RELATIONAL COSMOLOGY: 
Aakw’taatseen mythic charter 



RELATIONAL COSMOLOGY and ontology in tlingit 
EXISTENCE SCAPE:  

Aakw’taatseen mythic charter 



RESPECT: 
Tlingit concept and practices 
derived from mythic charter  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PresenceSalmon numbers are known to fluctuate enormously and pretty much unpredictably.   This is especially true of the pink and dog salmon species that are most abundant in southeast Alaska.  It is also apparent that salmon are vulnerable to destructive impacts in a variety of ways.  Given this vulnerability and volatility, the question arises, how can we account for the presence and abundance of salmon as described in the historical accounts?The answer to this question lies in part in the fact that Tlingit relationships with salmon were designed for “relational sustainability”  (Langdon 2003) around the following concepts and practices:Salmon boy mythic charter of behavior specifying how to treat salmon with “respect”;Property rights systems, established and respected allocating streams and fishing sites to clans and   houses;Appropriate technology – tidal pulse fishing that allowed salmon to reach their spawning grounds   without impediment;Knowledgeable, responsible leadership – stream trustees who determined techniques, timing, location   and quantities of salmon take;Selective harvests whereby primarily males were taken.



RESPECT: 
Demonstrating Respect  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PresenceSalmon numbers are known to fluctuate enormously and pretty much unpredictably.   This is especially true of the pink and dog salmon species that are most abundant in southeast Alaska.  It is also apparent that salmon are vulnerable to destructive impacts in a variety of ways.  Given this vulnerability and volatility, the question arises, how can we account for the presence and abundance of salmon as described in the historical accounts?The answer to this question lies in part in the fact that Tlingit relationships with salmon were designed for “relational sustainability”  (Langdon 2003) around the following concepts and practices:Salmon boy mythic charter of behavior specifying how to treat salmon with “respect”;Property rights systems, established and respected allocating streams and fishing sites to clans and   houses;Appropriate technology – tidal pulse fishing that allowed salmon to reach their spawning grounds   without impediment;Knowledgeable, responsible leadership – stream trustees who determined techniques, timing, location   and quantities of salmon take;Selective harvests whereby primarily males were taken.





Gift of Beauty: 
Carved stake located on intertidal 

salmon weir – above water,              
see below for positioning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salmon Boy Mythic CharterDuring the Tlingit elder interviews conducted this past summer, often the salmon boy story was told in response to the question, what were you taught by your parents and relatives about salmon?  This is a well-known story, known in some form or other throughout the Tlingit region.The story is about a young boy who is hungry and asks his mother for some food.  She directs him to the remaining small amount of dried fish.  The piece he gets has mold on it and he throws in down in disgust.  He is reprimanded by his mother for his behavior.   He leaves the house, wearing a copper necklace, and goes down to the beach.  He falls into the water but is saved from drowning by the salmon people who take him to live with them in their village at the bottom of the ocean.  There the boy sees that salmon are people and is taught many things about how to treat salmon by the salmon chief.  Finally, the salmon chief tells the salmon people to get in their canoes as it is time to return to their streams.  As they approaching the stream, the chief tells salmon boy to stand up in the canoe to see where they are.  He stands up but in actuality, because he was a salmon, he was jumping out of the water.  He noticed his parents on the bank at their fish camp.  Salmon boy proceeded up the estuary to where his mother was processing other salmon.  She noticed the beautiful fish presenting itself to her and told her husband to come and catch it.  So he speared Salmon Boy and handed him to his wife.  She began to cut the head off at the gills but then noticed the copper necklace.  She recalled that this was what her son had been wearing when he disappeared and called her husband.  Then they asked a shaman what should they do?  He told them to lay the salmon on a plank and place it high up in the house overnight.  This they did.  The next morning,  Salmon Boy came down and greeted his parents who were amazed and overjoyed to see him.  They asked what had happened to him and so he told them of his experiences and what he had been taught.  He then taught the other humans how to respect salmon and how to place the bones all in the fire so the salmon could be regenerated.  He became a powerful shaman.From this mythic charter, Tlingit learn a number of concepts about salmon – that they are persons like themselves, that they feel and make choices, that they attend to human action and communication, that they require respectful treatment and that they will not return if they are not treated with respect.These concepts are in turn translated into a number of principles on how salmon should be treated.  They are to handled with care when caught and not thrown or tossed around.  They are to be killed by striking a blow to the top of their head while the head is facing upstream toward the spawning grounds.  This is to allow the spirit to ascend to the spawning bed with its fellow travelers.  Tlingit are to take only what is needed and are taught to utilize all parts of the fish with no wastage.  Salmon are never to be spoken about badly nor are they to be played with.  Finally, in giving themselves to people, salmon are also to be shared with others.



• CONCEPTS 
• Salmon as Persons  
• Sentient, Volitional  
• Attentive to human 

acts 
• Dignified - require 

respect 
• Return depends on 

respect and ritual  

• BEHAVIORS 
• Handle with care 
• Kill so spirit can 

travel to spawning 
grounds 

• Take only what is 
needed 

• Utilize all – no waste 
• Never speak badly 
• Do not play with fish 
• Share with others 

Aakw’taatseen Mythic Charter:    
Basis for ENGAGEMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salmon Boy Mythic CharterDuring the Tlingit elder interviews conducted this past summer, often the salmon boy story was told in response to the question, what were you taught by your parents and relatives about salmon?  This is a well-known story, known in some form or other throughout the Tlingit region.The story is about a young boy who is hungry and asks his mother for some food.  She directs him to the remaining small amount of dried fish.  The piece he gets has mold on it and he throws in down in disgust.  He is reprimanded by his mother for his behavior.   He leaves the house, wearing a copper necklace, and goes down to the beach.  He falls into the water but is saved from drowning by the salmon people who take him to live with them in their village at the bottom of the ocean.  There the boy sees that salmon are people and is taught many things about how to treat salmon by the salmon chief.  Finally, the salmon chief tells the salmon people to get in their canoes as it is time to return to their streams.  As they approaching the stream, the chief tells salmon boy to stand up in the canoe to see where they are.  He stands up but in actuality, because he was a salmon, he was jumping out of the water.  He noticed his parents on the bank at their fish camp.  Salmon boy proceeded up the estuary to where his mother was processing other salmon.  She noticed the beautiful fish presenting itself to her and told her husband to come and catch it.  So he speared Salmon Boy and handed him to his wife.  She began to cut the head off at the gills but then noticed the copper necklace.  She recalled that this was what her son had been wearing when he disappeared and called her husband.  Then they asked a shaman what should they do?  He told them to lay the salmon on a plank and place it high up in the house overnight.  This they did.  The next morning,  Salmon Boy came down and greeted his parents who were amazed and overjoyed to see him.  They asked what had happened to him and so he told them of his experiences and what he had been taught.  He then taught the other humans how to respect salmon and how to place the bones all in the fire so the salmon could be regenerated.  He became a powerful shaman.From this mythic charter, Tlingit learn a number of concepts about salmon – that they are persons like themselves, that they feel and make choices, that they attend to human action and communication, that they require respectful treatment and that they will not return if they are not treated with respect.These concepts are in turn translated into a number of principles on how salmon should be treated.  They are to handled with care when caught and not thrown or tossed around.  They are to be killed by striking a blow to the top of their head while the head is facing upstream toward the spawning grounds.  This is to allow the spirit to ascend to the spawning bed with its fellow travelers.  Tlingit are to take only what is needed and are taught to utilize all parts of the fish with no wastage.  Salmon are never to be spoken about badly nor are they to be played with.  Finally, in giving themselves to people, salmon are also to be shared with others.



Aakw’taatseen Mythic Charter:               
Ritual Action for Return 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salmon Boy Mythic CharterDuring the Tlingit elder interviews conducted this past summer, often the salmon boy story was told in response to the question, what were you taught by your parents and relatives about salmon?  This is a well-known story, known in some form or other throughout the Tlingit region.The story is about a young boy who is hungry and asks his mother for some food.  She directs him to the remaining small amount of dried fish.  The piece he gets has mold on it and he throws in down in disgust.  He is reprimanded by his mother for his behavior.   He leaves the house, wearing a copper necklace, and goes down to the beach.  He falls into the water but is saved from drowning by the salmon people who take him to live with them in their village at the bottom of the ocean.  There the boy sees that salmon are people and is taught many things about how to treat salmon by the salmon chief.  Finally, the salmon chief tells the salmon people to get in their canoes as it is time to return to their streams.  As they approaching the stream, the chief tells salmon boy to stand up in the canoe to see where they are.  He stands up but in actuality, because he was a salmon, he was jumping out of the water.  He noticed his parents on the bank at their fish camp.  Salmon boy proceeded up the estuary to where his mother was processing other salmon.  She noticed the beautiful fish presenting itself to her and told her husband to come and catch it.  So he speared Salmon Boy and handed him to his wife.  She began to cut the head off at the gills but then noticed the copper necklace.  She recalled that this was what her son had been wearing when he disappeared and called her husband.  Then they asked a shaman what should they do?  He told them to lay the salmon on a plank and place it high up in the house overnight.  This they did.  The next morning,  Salmon Boy came down and greeted his parents who were amazed and overjoyed to see him.  They asked what had happened to him and so he told them of his experiences and what he had been taught.  He then taught the other humans how to respect salmon and how to place the bones all in the fire so the salmon could be regenerated.  He became a powerful shaman.From this mythic charter, Tlingit learn a number of concepts about salmon – that they are persons like themselves, that they feel and make choices, that they attend to human action and communication, that they require respectful treatment and that they will not return if they are not treated with respect.These concepts are in turn translated into a number of principles on how salmon should be treated.  They are to handled with care when caught and not thrown or tossed around.  They are to be killed by striking a blow to the top of their head while the head is facing upstream toward the spawning grounds.  This is to allow the spirit to ascend to the spawning bed with its fellow travelers.  Tlingit are to take only what is needed and are taught to utilize all parts of the fish with no wastage.  Salmon are never to be spoken about badly nor are they to be played with.  Finally, in giving themselves to people, salmon are also to be shared with others.





  



  







Tuxh’a aah’w 
(Little Salt 

Lake): 
 Aerial 

photo with 
wood fish 
weir and 
trap site 

locations  
 Wood stake weir and trap locations 



Tuxh’a aah’w (Little Salt Lake):  
Klawock Elders at Site 

Tlingit Elders point 
to wood stakes 
aligned in Little Salt 
Lake estuary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buried wooden stakes form alignments of various kinds throughout this bay.  In several cases, portions of theremnant stakes protrude from the surface making observation of the patterning easy.  Elsewhere it is not so easy.



LITTLE SALT 
LAKE: 

WOOD STAKE 
REMNANTS 

FLUSH WITH 
SURFACE  

BURIED 
SECTION 

CARVED INTO 
POINT FOR 
INSERTION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In muddy and silty estuarine contexts, remnant wood stakes are often extremely difficult to identify.  When they are flush to the surface or immediately below the surface, it takes an experienced and sharp eye to detect them.  The stake indicated by the trowel is but one in the slide.  The yellow fucus that grow throughout the summer often attaches itself to the wood stakes where a slight protuberance of hard center extends above the rest of the stake surface.  This can be useful in identifying patterns in the later summer as we will see.



Tuxh’a aah’w (Little 
Salt Lake): 
Archeological 
Research 

  
    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major finding in Little Salt Lake was this “pavement” weir, nearly 100 meters in length, that intersects and crosses the estuary in close proximity to the present intersection of two streams that drain into the bay.  Each of the pink dots is a piece of survey tape that has been attached to the top of remnant wood stake now buried with a flat surface flush to the estuary floor.  There are three such “pavements” in Little Salt Lake that range from 1 to 2 meters in width.



Little Salt Lake – Main feature showing location of 
all three components 

Segment 
shown in 
previous 

slide 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide demonstrates the three components that make up the main feature.  These consist of the pavement weir, shown in the previous slide, the triangular holding area in the mid-view of this slide, and the trap component, where the two parallel lines extend in the lower portion of the slide.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
An aerial photo from 1929 demonstrating the vicinity of Klawock community, lagoon, estuary and the river course that leads to Klawock Lake.  An older village site is found on the north shore of the estuary/river in the vicinity of the tidal falls.



Ancient 
semi-

circular 
wood stake 
fish traps 

KLAWOCK 
LAGOON: 

Canal 
connecting 
intertidal 

pools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Klawock LagoonThe southeast intertidal area of the Klawock lagoon is characterized by a large system of interlocking semi-circular forms.  Wooden stakes were found in several of these constructions and are thought to be the ancient basis for these traps.  Subsequent sedimentation and plant growth has camouflaged the ancient fishing structures but the original logic is identifiable in this recent aerial view shown above.Also depicted is a wood-stake lined canal that connected two of the semi-circular traps that were linked to give the captured salmon greater movement while still be held at low tide.This massively engineered system was in operation for at least 1,000 years before Europeans came to the area.



Intertidal semi-
circular wood 
stake fish traps 

Intertidal V-
shaped wood 

stake fish traps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inter



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Located in the lower estuary and to the north of the main estuarine channel of the Klawock River is thisV structure.   The right arm is constructed to parallel the flow of the main stream channel.   The left arm is positioned at approximately 45 degrees and runs up nearly to the shoreline.



Bi-lobed 
semi-
circular 
intertidal 
stone fish 
traps 
located at 
half tide 

 San Clemente intertidal stone traps PORTILLO 
CHANNEL: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intertidal stone fish traps on San Fernando IslandSan Fernando Island lies to the west of Klawock.  On it are located a number of intertidal stone fish traps, many of which are semi-circular in form.  Virtually all of the structures are located in the vicinity of the mid- tidal range.  This aerial photo depicts a bi-lobed type of stone fish trap with a rock stem separating the two sections of the structure.  There are numerous other stone remnants elsewhere in the intertidal zone indicating substantial utilization of this dog salmon stream in the past.



San Clemente Intertidal Stone Fish Traps – On Beach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bi-lobbed trap is common in this part of the region.   An elder described his experiences as a child of 7 to me several years ago.  He was brought to the site in 1929 by his grandparents.  At that time, the walls were approximately knee high to an adult he stated. The children’s job was to throw stones to insure that the salmon would stay in the area until the tide had fallen below the wall thereby trapping them.





Semi-
circular 

intertidal 
stone fish 

trap at 
half tide 
with gap 

at low 
point 

LULU 
ISLAND: 

   Gap in 
stone 
wall 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Semi-circular intertidal stone fish trap with gap on Lulu IslandAcross the channel from the San Fernando Island traps discussed in the previous two slides is another intertidal semi-circular stone trap on Lulu Island.  This structure is closer to actual working condition than the others – the picture shows how the trap looks at half tide on the ebb stage.  Noteworthy is the clearly discernible gap in the stone wall in which a wooden basket-type trap was likely positioned to catch fish on their ebb movement away from the beach.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A wide variety of intertidal stone fishing structures have been identified on the west coast of the Prince of Wales Archipelago.  Not all forms are depicted here.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tidal Pulse FishingConsidering its operation on 4 stages of tide.Incoming to halfIncoming half to highEbb to half Ebb from half to low



Tidal Pulse Fishing: Basic Principles 

•Semi-circular stone walls built at mid-tidal 
  stage level – V stake traps use same principle 
 
•Structures completely covered at high tide 
  allowing ascending salmon to travel upstream 
 
•Where stone weirs cross estuary, they do not  
   obstruct salmon movement at high tide 
 
•Fish captured behind walls only on falling tide 
 
•Catch fish for approximately 25% of tidal range 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tidal Pulse Fishing: Basic PrinciplesThe technologies described and depicted in the previous slides exhibit a set of characteristics that I have called tidal pulse fishing.  The basic principles and features of this system are as follows:Semi-circular stone walls are built at mid-tidal levels in the estuarine levels of salmon streams such that the traps are open to the forest and the lowest point of the circular bulge is toward the ocean.  The wood stake semi-circular traps and the V-shape wood stake traps operate on the same principle.The structures are completely covered at high tide, a design feature that allows ascending salmon to travel upstream without impediment.Stone weirs that cross the estuary river flow also do so at mid-tidal level and therefore do not obstruct salmon movement upstream at high tide.Salmon are captured behind the stone or wood structures only on the falling tide and only after half-tide.  They are free to come and go at any other time.Tidal pulse fishing only captures salmon during approximately 25% of the tidal range.As documented and practiced, tidal pulse fishing has associated with it stone and wood intertidal architectural features.  Human architectural and geological modifications in terrestrial environments are commonly referred to as landscaping, a term/concept that has gained intellectual currency in recent decades as means to identify the complex intersections between human social, cultural and material processes and terrestrial environments.  An analogous situation can be seen at work in these estuarine and intertidal architectures that can be termed “beachscapes” and the activities referred to as “beachscaping”.   An important topic for continuing research is the extent, impact and outcome of “beachscaping” throughout southern southeast Alaska.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to return to Little Salt Lake to demonstrate that tidal pulse fishing is also clearly evident here as well.  In Middle B1 zone, on the west side of North Stream is another pavement feature.  This is also a pavement composed of stakes closely packed together.  This structure is dated to 900BP.  The semi-circular and chevron structures of the Lower C zone also operate on the tidal pulse principle – being designed to trap salmon on the ebb tide.The semi-circular traps in this zone have left of a signature of what I have termed “pairs”.  A pair feature consists of two stakes positioned one to two inches apart.  A pair is separted from another pair by 6-10 feet.  It is these pairs that form this alignment.Mrs. Clara Peratrovtich, a Hinyaa elder, said that her mother (actually grandmother) indicated that formerly people would wait in their canoes until the salmon had ascended above the pairs and then would come in behind them and unroll the “fences”, as she referred to the lattice walls, and place them between the two stakes.  The pairs thus acted as support braces for the fences.   Through this technological innovation, Lingit harvesting became much less wood intensive, much less labor intensive and far more mobile in that the fences could be easily moved.  This represented a substantial improvement over the weirs built of tightly packed individual stakes.  One might even compare this to the later technical innovation of the white cannery men who initially used pile-driven traps to capture traps but after the invention of the floating trap in 1907, quickly shifted to that technology.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary ArgumentThe evidence presented in this paper suggests that prior to 1000BP, mass harvesting of salmon by Lingit on the west coast of the Prince of Wales Archipelago



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ImplicationsThere are a large number of unanswered questions and many more implications to be examined concerning the proposition advanced here today.Perhaps the most important questions is why did the shift occur at this time?  Several possible scenarios present themselves.  Timing of occurrence between 1500 and 1000BP corresponds with a very rapid rise in the number of sites in the region, perhaps in response to salmonid abundance accompanying the Medieval Warming period.  This claim gains support locally from the large number of sites in the area that cluster around 1000BP.2) Maschner’s data from Kuiu Island indicate a near disappearance of sea mammal bones from sites from 1300 to   1100BP and a concomitant increase in deer bones.  This may be an indicator of environmental shift or collapse.   However, it might also be associated with the movement of new people into the area using the intertidal semi-circular   stone technologies who were more familiar with terrestrial as opposed to marine mammal hunting.3) Salmon numbers to primary streams may have declined, either due to shift or harvesting, precipitating incorporation of the lesser desirable pink and dog salmon in greater numbers into the subsistence base.4) Finally, although I have chosen not to stress it in this publication, the shift to tidal pulse fishing indicates a comprehension of salmon ecology – and that salmon as persons must get to their homes in the streams in order for them to be able to reproduce and return.  This logic, deeply embedded in the Lingit salmon boy mythic charter, represents the practice of RELATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY, a philosophical logic of engagement that seeks to insure sustained relations with valued other persons, be they human on non-human.



ISH: 
A multidimensional relational 

concept woven through Tlingit 
cultural practice   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PresenceSalmon numbers are known to fluctuate enormously and pretty much unpredictably.   This is especially true of the pink and dog salmon species that are most abundant in southeast Alaska.  It is also apparent that salmon are vulnerable to destructive impacts in a variety of ways.  Given this vulnerability and volatility, the question arises, how can we account for the presence and abundance of salmon as described in the historical accounts?The answer to this question lies in part in the fact that Tlingit relationships with salmon were designed for “relational sustainability”  (Langdon 2003) around the following concepts and practices:Salmon boy mythic charter of behavior specifying how to treat salmon with “respect”;Property rights systems, established and respected allocating streams and fishing sites to clans and   houses;Appropriate technology – tidal pulse fishing that allowed salmon to reach their spawning grounds   without impediment;Knowledgeable, responsible leadership – stream trustees who determined techniques, timing, location   and quantities of salmon take;Selective harvests whereby primarily males were taken.





An ish in Neva 
River where 
coho and 

sockeye salmon 
congregate  

Huna Tlingit 
gaff hook in 

action 
catching 
salmon  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principles of Instream Salmon HarvestThe gaff and spear require different arm and body motions in putting them to work.  With the gaff, the fishermen positions him/herself in a stable location by a pool where salmon are visible and accessible.  It can be in calm or running water but calm pools are pooled in order to enhance success and selectivity.  The gaff is position slightly above and on the opposite side of the target fish with the hook facing down in the stream.  Gradually the pole is moved downstream until it is positioned in the water between the end of the head and the dorsal fin on the top of the fish.  When in place, the fishermen powerfully pulls the gaff toward the salmon, impaling the fish on the hook and pulling it to shallow water or shore in one swift motion.  The fish can be quickly slipped off the hook, as it is barbless, and the fisherman return to his task.  In most cases, another person with the fisherman will quickly dispatch the fish with a club blow to the top of the head.  It is important that the blow be struck with the salmon’s head pointed upstream, the direction it was heading to spawn.  This allows the salmon’s spirit to continue to travel to the spawning grounds with the other fish.The spear, by contrast, operates by a thrusting motion.  The spear is positioned in the water with the point aiming upwards.  A location below the backbone and between the head and dorsal fin is selected.  When the fish is in position, the fisherman thrusts the spear into the salmon.  When struck, the salmon is pulled in one motion to shore as well but on occasion might be lifted out of the water, where, impaled on the hook, it can be swung to shore to avoid rocks that might knock it off the hook.



“Streamscaping” 
 
Instream pool 
and falls – Made 
by moving stones 
 
“Ish” – salmon 
pool Created by 
Human Action 

NEVA RIVER: 











Arch House of 
Basket Bay 
Decitan in  
Angoon – 

 
Ish at center 

of image 
surrounded by 

sockeye 
salmon 

heading to it 



Relational Philosophy of 
Ish 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. James Samuel Osborne is a member of the Eagle moiety, Chookaneidi clan and resides in Hoonah, Alaska.
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